APPOINTMENT OF

NON EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
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Join the Board of
The BAC
Introduction from the Chair

We strive to be a fair and independent organisation that
adds value not only to athletes, but to the highperformance system as a whole. We are passionate

By joining the Board of the British Athletes Commission

about ensuring that equality of opportunity exists, that

(BAC), you’ll become part of a group of people who are

athletes are not discriminated against for any reason and

passionate about making a difference to the lives of elite

that all athletes have equal opportunity to fulfil their

athletes.

dreams and sporting potential.

The BAC is proud to support its membership which

We are also heavily involved in educating and

includes c.1500 athletes in over 40 Olympic, Paralympic,

empowering athletes to support their peers and take up

Commonwealth and professional sports in Britain. We

leadership roles in their sport, such as becoming athlete

aim to provide independent, world class advice and

representatives. To learn more about what we do,

support to ensure that our members get the most out of

please visit our website here www.britishathletes.org.

their sporting career and enjoy competing in a fair and
transparent environment. We aim to ‘be there’ for all

The BAC board is a small but dedicated group and we

athletes no matter how big or small their concerns are.

are looking for committed individuals who will provide

Issues with which we commonly support athletes

expert advice and challenge to drive the BAC onwards

include; selection for programmes and championships,

during a time of rapid growth and development.

funding, bullying and harassment, safeguarding
concerns, and offering guidance on financial matters.

If this sounds like you, we would be delighted to hear
from you.
Best wishes,
Vicki Aggar
Chair
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The Board
The Board oversees all of the BAC’s activities with overall
responsibility for its strategic performance, resources and
assets. It ensures accountability of the Chief Executive
and the rest of the support team.
The Board prides itself in being a diverse group which has
significant experience in the British high-performance

The BAC also works closely with key stakeholders such as
UK Sport and the English Institute of Sport to ensure that
our work is coordinated and complements the efforts of
the whole sector. The Board are key stakeholders in
those critical strategic relationships and often represent
the BAC at stakeholder meetings and events.

sport sector. This currently consists of a Chair and a
Senior Independent Director, alongside a athlete
representatives. In addition, we have independent
directors who have expertise in Medicine, Law,
Communications and Finance.
The Board meets formally four times a year, but there is
an expectation that board members will take a lead on
specific projects that the BAC is conducting as part of its
ongoing strategic objectives which will require you to work
closely with the CEO and support team.
Additionally, there are currently two sub-committees
(Audit & Risk and Nominations) in which board members
are expected to participate where they have appropriate
expertise.
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WHO YOU ARE
Candidates will be confident communicators and strategic thinkers and bring experience of working collaboratively on a
board or similar committee and have a strong commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion. We look for colleagues
who will encourage, challenge and support us to be the best that we can be.
You will need to bring expertise and experience in one, or more, of the following areas:
• Commercial/Business Development - someone with business acumen (with specific experience in sponsorship,
fundraising and/or corporate partnership development) to support in diversifying the BAC’s income streams.
• Strategy & Project Management –someone with experience in devising and implementing strategies and highly
skilled in managing complex and long-term projects.

You will have experience of running a business or working in a Board or similar forums at a senior level and have a
proven track record in growing revenue.
You will have a commitment to understanding and acceptance of the legal duties, responsibilities and liabilities of a
Company Director.
Above all you will have a desire to make a difference in elite sport, with athlete welfare and wellbeing being the centre of
that.
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The process
Application is by submission of a full CV
and a covering letter of application,
addressing the role description.

Key details:
•

of four years renewable for a further

Candidates who successfully progress
from application stage will be invited to an
interview.

Directors are appointed for a fixed term

•
•

The interview date is to be confirmed.

four years.
Salary: £213.00 day rate for board
meetings only.
Board meetings usually take place in
central London.

Timeline:
•

Deadline for applications:
31st January 2021
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How to apply
To apply for this role please email a covering letter and your CV to admin@britishathletes.org quoting BAC BOARD APPLICATION as the
subject.
All telephone enquiries, in the first instance, should be directed to +44 (0)20 3126 4270. Please email admin@britishathletes.org for
further information.
The British Athletes Commission takes seriously its role in recognising and removing any barriers faced by people involved, or wanting to
be involved in sport, in any capacity, to ensure the culture of sport is improved to one that values diversity and enables the full
involvement of disadvantaged groups in every aspect of sport. The BAC is an inclusive organisation and welcomes applications from
ethnic minority candidates, those with a disability and members of the LGBTQ+ community.
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